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orr the dry of rcfiurrcdirmexcqt to those
who hlfillcd its duty".
A Noble Hadid)

The Trust

Thc Womm, verse 58

A special non-periodical bulletin

Issue (1)

Date: IOctobar, 1992

Introduction
Honorable brothers
God's peace, mercy and blessings be upon you. To proceed,

The pioneering role played by thc Hamas Movement among the Palestinian people sectors inside
and outside and on all the horizons is known to you. This is a blessings arid a favor from God.
'l'he Movement has become the first organization in the field as your brothers bear the burdens of
the Intifadah and are in the front row of the distinguished operations against the enemy and its
collabiborators. Thc Movement has now a weight that is taken into consideration abroad and it is
the one leading the powers that are opposed to the peaceful settlement, and it amasses all the
capabilities for that purpose.
Due to the brothers' conviction of the necessity of keeping you abreast of the different
developments inside the Movement, and also the news of your brothers inside and outside, and in
order for you to be aware and informed ofthe Movemeni's policies and plans, something which
helps you to perform your duties, and in order to gather efforts, program them and coordinate
between them ... , due to all of.this, it was decided to issue a private, non-perjodical bulletin
dealing with all of the aforementioned (The Movement's positions and news, news of the inside,
directions. .). The first issue of "The Trust" i s between your hands and we ask God to help us and
you to fillfill the proper duty towards the trust. We find it necessary to make some remarks which
should be observed precisely:
1- The bulletin is specifically for the brothers, the Masuls o f (Palestine Cornlittee in every
country only), and it is a trust in their necks.
2- The brothers are t o study the bulletin in the periodical meeting of the committee and it is not to
be photocopied, meaning that the original copy should remain the only one.
3- 'l'he brothers should work on spreading the contents of the bulletin and the ideas contained in it
among the Tkhwans and the collective Islamists.
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Suhayb).

News o f the Tnside

- The Gaza Operation;
A group from Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades
attacked a Jewish soldier on Friday 8/18/92
on the main road leading to the city of Gaza
and stabbed him lethally, taking his weapon
and military uniform.

- The Jerusalem Operation:
Two units of Izz al-Din d-Qassam attacked
a group of soldiers. One of the Mujahedeen
fired his M16 machine gun at onc of the
soldiers, killing him immediately. This
operation caused a massive reaction among
the Jews as i.ttook place in Jerusalam. The
news agencies broadoasted the news. We
received a report from the inside about the
brother who carried out the Jerusalem

operation.

Name: Muhammad Arif Bisharat (Abu

Town: Tammun - Jenin
Age: Approximately 20 yeas.
Status: Single

Hc carried out a previous heroic operation as
on June 13, 91, brother Bisharat stabbed
three Canadian settlers, killing one of them
and inflicting medium wounds on the two
other ones and this took place at al-Aghwar
region. l'he army identified him and started
to chase him, Fatah Movement tried to claim
responsibility far this operation and did nut
succeed. The brother carried out several
operatibns after that and was wounded
during one of them and managed to flee
before the army found him. Finally, he
carried out the operation of the attack on the
soldier in Jerusalem,
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- Eliminatina collab,grators:

- Prisoners' Release:

At home, IIarnas was distinguished by its
effective role in killing collaborators. It
chooses the most dangerous oncs among
them, interrogates him, takes .his
confessions, records it on tape and fears God
in what it does. lt has murdered a dangerous
collaborator called (Ibrahim Salamah) in
Gaza. Fatah has claimed the collaborator and
considered him a martyr,holding a vary
large eulogy for him. Hamas then made
public the tape of his confessions during the
interrogation and issued u statement
clarifying the matter in its entirety and
severely blaming Fatah for these actions. It
is strange 'that the said collaborator had
taken part with the special Israeli units in
killing masked people, to the point that hc
shot a cousin of his who was masked.
- Elections of the Jenin Chamber o f

Hamas Movement issued a stdternent at
home denouncing the size of the unfair
releases by the enemy's authorities, as most
of those released by instructions from Rabin
as a good faith initiative towards the
Palestinian people are from the Fatah
Movement. It proved that in numbers, as the
total number of those released in all areas
from Fatah are (270) and on1.y (I 7) from
Hamas !! !
:Fatah cadre discord at home:
Discord between the Fatah cadre at home
has escalated. This was highlighted in the
attempted kidnaping of journalist
Muhammad 'Umayrah - from Fatah - by
some fugitives in the village of Kafr Qalil
(Nablus), a brawl between the family of the
brother of Sa'd Sayil (Aboul Walid) and the
'Umayrah family, and the brawls which
followed, as well as the murder of Fatah's
Hilmi from Salim village.
Abu Ammar had to demand a halt to
transgressions in the Nablus region,
something which was published in the front
page of al-Quds Newspaper.
We received an analysis from our brothers
for what happened stating that preferential
treatment by Abu Ammar abroad and the
attempt to highlight people who have no
achievements at home at the expense of the
effective cadre constitute one of the main
reasons behind the discord between Fatah
elements.
- Discprd escalates between Fatah & Ham,=
Djscord escalated between the H m a s and
Fat& Movements inside the Khan Yunis
region. This was manifested in the repeated
assaults of A1 Hatab - most of whom are
elements o f the Hamas Movement - on
Harnas elements. The matter reached Dr. alRantisi as thky pelted his car with rocks. 'The

Corntqerce;
With abundant anger, denunciation and
bitterness, our Palestinian people followed
what happened during the elections o f the
Industrial Chamber of Commerce in the
Jenin district, as the faction counted with
Fatah conducted a large scale registration of
fake names, and other names which do not
meet membership conditions, until the
number of registered people reached (2299).
This number exceeds the number of
merchants in all cities as the number o:f
thosr: registered in Nablus - the absolute
Iargest city in the Bank - reached (1 794)
merchants.
Following that? the Hamas Movement list
announced the withdrawal from the elections
due to lack of impartiality. The elections
were held on 9/24/82 and the Fatal list won.
It had ran against four independents who
wcre forced to stay until the elections ended.

discord
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centers around BiIal Mosque and those
people have crossed the lines, The events
developed, resulting in injurcies. A detailed
report regarding this matter was sent to you.

Positions
The Movement has decided to adopt thc
following position from the Self-Rule:
"Rejecting the administrative self-rule,
rejecting the elections related to it, refusing
to take part in them,and calling upon the
Palestinian people to boycott them".Based
on that, the Movement has decided to take
the following s t q s :
1- Announcing this position of ours to the
media and explaining the truth behind the
Self-Rule and i t s dangers to the present and
the future of the Cause.
2- Exposing the degree of retreat and
concession practiced by the leadership of the
Organization towards the Cause, and the
deceit and cover up it practices against the
Palestinian people,
3- Calling for a general public referendum at
home and abroad regarding the issue of the
Self-Rule.
4- Avoiding the resort to violence against
the Self-Rule and its authorities.
5- Escalating Jihad actions against the
Zionist enemy.
6- Working to form a broad Palestinian front
that is opposed to the Sell'-Rule,
7- Broad mobilization in the Islamic world ,
to line up Islamic powers and groups to bear
their responsibilities towards the Cause.
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Meetings
The Movement delegation conducted scveral
meetings and made contacts with some
Palestinian powers and personalities during
the past September. The most important
topic was the Self-Rule and how to confront
it and derail it, working to develop the
Intifada and the attempt to mobilize the
powers of our people where they exist.
Among these meetings:
1- A central meeting between the Political
Bureau of the Popular Front-General
Command and the (Hamns) Movement
delegation.
2- A meeting took place with the Islamic
Jihad Movement.
3- The quadruple meeting which included
Harnas, the Popular, The Democratic and the
General Command.During this mcoting, a
joint working paper that is based on the
following three fundamentals was adopted:
A- Self-Rule and means to derail it.
B- The Intifada, its continuation and
development.
C- Rallying up the powers of the Palestinian
people.
4- Meeting with the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine and it included a
number of the leaders of the Front. The
possibility of cooperation between Hamas
and the Front in the Intifada field was
discussed. Also, the necessity of solving the
unresolved problems between the two
parties in Palestine was affirmed, as well as
the possibility of energizing the mutual
cooperation committees.
5- Mr. Khalid al-Pahum was visited and the
latest conditions in the region as well the
developments of the latest negotiations werc
discussed.

6- The Movement delegation met with (9)
Palcstinian factions in Damascus over three
days. These factions have approved a joint
work plan to confront the Self-Rule, escalate
Jihad and armed resistance against the
Zionist enemy, and also to call for a general
strike on 9/23 in all the areas where
Palestinians exist inside the Occupied
Territories, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon in
order to express the rejection to the current
settlement draft, Factions also agreed to
form a follow-up committee to coordinate
and follow up on the joint work plan in
order to respond to the developments, in
addition to convening periodic meetings for
the central leaders of these factions
according to the need.

Telegrams & Letters

- The Movement congratulated the Jordanian
Monarch, King Hussayin, on the success of
the surgical operation he had in Washington
to remove some tumors.
- The head of the Movement's Political
Bureau sent a letter to presidcnt Hafiz alAsad as part of the movement,'^ efforts to
define its relationship with the Syrian
government. The letter contained an analysis
of the current political situation, the progress
of negotiations, and an emphasis on the
importance of the Syrian role in supporting
the efforts to resist the Zionist encmy.
Following this letter in addition to other
efforts, a meeting was held between our
representative in Damascus with it Syrian
government representative who promised to
do what i s necessary.
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- Also, the Movement sent a letter to
members of the Central Committee of the
Fatah Movement on the occasion of the
convening of their meeting in Tunisia last
month. The letter expressed the Movement's
desire in holding meetings and dialogue, the
emphasis that the Movement's soIe concern
is confronting the oppressing enemy, and
that the Movement's constant position and
deep-rooted belief is that Jihad and Muslim
struggle is the sole path for liberation. The
letter also stated the necessity of limiting
fighting and fabrication of problems inside
the Occupied Territories. The Movement has
submitted a national Jihadist draft which
included the following points:
1 - Resorting to dialogue as means to
resolving disputes and disagreements
between all factions and working powers,
and prohibiting fighting and resorting to
force no matter what the conditions and the
circumstances are.
2- Supporting reform committees, afiirming
their authority and respecting their
resolutions. On top of that is the National
Reconciliation Cammittce which was
recently formed in thc Gaza Strip.
3- Respecting the sanctity of mosques and
criminalizing those assaulting them, whether
on their properties, imams or congregations.
4- Halting assadts and slander campaigns
against Muslim personalities and institutions
wd considering that something which serves
the plans of the Zionist enemy in erasing the
national identity of our people,
5- Respecting the resolutions of our national
institutions, continuing to support them and
not bringing partisan and factional interests
into all of their business.
6- Re-forming the prisons committees with
the participation of all national and Islamic
currents, and the Higher Struggle Committee

in particular, and non-discrimination
between the imprisoned brothers on
ideological or organizational basis.
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[IL] We call upon you to cooperate with us
in starting a comprehensive national
dialogue in which all Palestinian powers and
authorities with all their currents participate,
one that is based on the bases o f developing
the Intifada and the Jihadist work program to
liberate PaIestine, and that is based on the
unity of the occupied Palestinian homeland
in 48 and 67, the unity of the Palestinian
people in the Bank,the strip and the
Occupied Territories in 48 and abroad. We
are ready to form a joint committee with you
to perform Da'wa and oversee this dialogue
immediately upon your consent to it.
8- Re-exmining the political program of the
march of our people in order to make it in
harmony with its goal, in liberation and
building the independent state, and with
what is in agreement with the fundamental
principles of the brotherly (Fatah)
Movement, particularly articles (6,7, 12, 17,
19).

Statements

- In an interview with Jerusalem's
newspaper, al-Nahar, the Movement's
official spokesman, engineer Ibrahirn
Ghoshe, said: "The ball now is in the court
of the Palestine side which is taking part in
the negotiation process, and which no langcr
a justification to participate in these
negotiations following America's release of
loan guarantees of ten biliion dollars, while
building the settlements still proceeds at a
fast pace, and the building of (1 0)thousand
residential settlement units in particular.

Slogans to be adopted in forums and
festivals

- Yes to return and no to the settlement
drafts.
- Let the blessed popular Intifada continue.
- Let the negotiating Palestinian team
wi~hdrawimmediately.
- The negotiating Palestinian team does not
reprcscnt our people and is not authorized to
sign on its behalf.
- Yes to Jihad and armed struggle.
- No to the eliminating administrative SelfRule draft.
- Yes to the immediate withdrawal of the
negotiating Palestinian team,

Important - Private

Thanks be to God, Lord of the worlds, and
the end is best far the righte0u.s. To proceed,
Beloved brothers, may God protect them all:
God's peace, mcrcy and blessings be upon
you.
The Movement's leadership circles have
approved the escalation and resistance
strategy to handle the phase our Cause is
going through which is characterized with
the work to water down the Tnlifada in
preparation to halt it by the leadership of the
P.L.O., and also to proceed with the
administrative Self-Rule draft that is
presented to the Palestinian side in the
ongoing peace negotiation. So, what does
the escalation and resistance strategy mean?
And how can we apply it?
As for the Jihadist resistance, you know i t
and we are not concerned with its details in
this message. It is a constant path as long as

there i s
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occupation.
As for what we mean by political and media
escalation, in short it means compiling all
powers that are opposed to surrender - the
Islamic and the national ones - against the
proposed elimination of the Cause and the
rights of the Palestinian people. This would
achieve the following for us:

1- Shoving that those signing the Self-Rule
represent only a minority that does not
represent the people, its ambitions and
positions. Consequently, what they sign does
not obligate the Palestinian people as they
are not authorized to do that,
2- Leading the political mobilization to
resist the Self-Rule in order to affirm the
fact that we are the authority for all as this
serves our political mobilization now and in
the future following the application of the
accords should the negotiations succeed.
This way, we would line up a broad front at
home and abroad against the position o I' ihe
dominating minority, something which
guards our line and strengthens OUT position.
How do we apply this strategy?
In short, we apply it through a group of
alliances at home and abroad in order to
pack and direct the Palestinian, Arab and
Islamic street against this settlement, the
administrative rule and the relinquishment
of Jerusalem through the following circles:
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one: The Palestinian Circle:
By motivating it to express its opinion and
its position that rejects the relinquish of the
firm rights at home and abroad, in the camps
and in diaspora, and at the level of all
opposing factions. Means to be followed;
statements, demonstrations, memos,
dialogues, contacts and relationships with
members of the delegation, their relatives
and families in order to pressure them to
withdraw from the negotiations, refuse to
sign and accept free concessions, and also to
work on the important, independent and
opposing personalities inside Fatah in order
to obstruct the negotiations or sway those
who still have some sincerity and strong

opinion,
The joint work plan which resulted from the
meetings in Damascus from Damascus [sic]
with the ten factions originates for the most
part from our suggestions and it is in
harmony with the strategy of our
mobilization in this stage. Therefore. we
recommend,that we work dili~cntlvand
actively to implement the stated steps and
work. and to undertake other activitiq
which are in harmonv with their suirit and
goals as you see fit. and ones which are in
harmony with our policy and ~osition.of
course, Mustering unanimity of a political
position and a joint work paper by ten
factions that are opposed to the Self-Rule is
taking pIace for the first time, and would not
have occurred without God's guidance and
then our mobilization.
We believe that the Movement at home is
the core and the decisive factor in translating
our position from the conspiracy of the SelfRule. But mobilization abroad is very
important as well, particularly at the political
level. This is a matter that calls for the
solidarity of all regardless of the weight of

the organizations at home, especially that
these organizations have a presence and an
influence abroad and on the Syrian and the
Lebanese fields in particular. The burden of
mobilizing the Palestinian camps in these
fields which encompass half a million
Palestinian people in the refugees camps
will fall on the shoulders of these
organizations. As you know, negotiations
will not give these refugees anything and
their causc will remain hot and an initiative
must be mada to adopt it. This is what we
intend and plan on doing, God willing.
Therefore. we stress the joint activities with
of these powers or the ones among them
which exist in a region. and narticularlv
festivabeminars,.leaflets. conferences,
rneetinrrs with personalities. writing
mempirs, and the collectlqn p f sicnatures
m
e consviracy o f s_urre-nder,,&ah
onrroinr! right now.
Joint mobilization does not take place at the
expense of our growth and the development
of our abilities but it rather boosts that. And
this is what happened in regards to Hayder
Abdel Shafi as he said immcdiatcly after the
statement that the Palestinian people must be
polled.
At the level of the other national factions,
we have proposed to them the joint work
program in addition to forming a leadership
for joint Intifada work. " h e yacccpted joint
work after some minor modifications and
saw that it is better to form folluw-up
committees at home and abroad to carry out
the joint work program and we agreed with
them on that,
Among what came in the joint work
program is the following:
1- 'She strike of 9/23/1992 AD:
It was agreed to declarc a general strike at

home and the camps abrdad (Jordan - Syria Lebanon) to protest the proposed Se1f:Rule
draft. Thanks be to God, the strika was
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strong and the evaluation of the follow-up
committee which was conducted after the
strike according to the regions was as
follows:
e"
Occupied Territories: news agencies
stated that the Occupied Territories have
seen the strongest strike since the start of the
Intifada. There were attempts by Fatah
elements to break the strike and derail it but
the attempts were bmcn.
* Syria: The strike was 100% succtssfui at
al-Yarmrsuk camp (the largest of the camps)
and less in the other camps. But this was due
to mis-management and not lack of
conviction,
The Palestinian Teachers and Laborers
Syndicates in Syria issued two separate
statements regarding the Self-Rule drafi and
interaction with the strike,
* Lebanon: In the north, the strike was 100%
successful, while it was less than that in
Beirut but yet strong*About 60% went on
strike at Ein al-Hilwa Camp and 30% at
Sour Camp due to Fatah's threats there.
* Jordan: a partial strike took place in alBoq'a Camp. Massive celebrations on the
occasion o f the King's return Bad a negative
impact on the strike.
2- A large sit-in in front of the negotiations
building in Washington was approved to
take place on the first day of the start of the
seventh round o f negotiations.
3- It was agreed to hold central festivals on
the monthly anniversary of the Intifada in
the Arab and Islamic capitals, and in the
midst of Palestinian communities.
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Second: The Arab and Islamic Circle:
Our strategy is concerned with creating a11
Arab and Islamic position that is against the
relinquishment of al-Aqsa and Palestine,
Within this design, we do the following:
1- Contacting the Arab and the Islamic
nations to explain our position and to urge
them to remain faithful to the Islamic rights
such as Jerusalem and the Occupied
Territories, In that regards we make contacts
with Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Syria and
others.
2- Wee seek to mobilize the Islamic world
through the Jerusalem Project through which
we try to rally the powers of the Islamic
public within a popular organizational framc
with the goal of announcing the Islamic
position of the Muslims' rights in Palestine,
al-Aqsa Mosque and Jerusalem.
3- Mobilizing on the Ikhwuni front with the
goal of increasing its efficiency, This comcs
in light of the resolutions and directions of
the Office of Guidance and the other
leadership apparatuses within thc Group
which places the Cause of Palestine on top
of its causes as a central cause for the Group
and the Muslim world.

Beloved brothers:
Through the afo~rncntionedwc notice that
the instructions relating to the committees in
the countries is what is underlined. Steps
mentioned in the statement this bulletin are
to carried out, most important of which is
holding activities and different actions
expressing the rejection to the administrative
Self-Rule draft,

It would be good if the brothers reviewed the
articles written in the weekly message
around the nature of the admini.strative SelfRule and its dangers and studying thcm
among themselves,

A Slogan to be Adopted in the Sixth Anniversary for the Start of the Blessed Intifada

[TAQ~~I
Palestine
The Islamic Resistance Movement - Hamas

And thanks be to God, Lord of the Worlds

